
                                                             
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

CognitiveTPG’s Receipt/Hybrid Printers and POSperfect – Working for a Living 

LINCOLNSHIRE, IL – January 8, 2009 – CognitiveTPG announced today that the company’s 

A798 & A799 Point of Sale receipt printers are now certified for POSperfectII software, a POS 
system built for the Retail, Grocery, and Hospitality markets.   

The POSperfect software offers an off-the-shelf solution for simple inventory, reporting, scanning 

requirements as well as customized and advanced features to address multiple POS system 

requirements.  Leveraging its knowledge of the retail and hospitality industries, the POSperfect 

team understands and listens to the needs of the retailers and offers products and services to 
address these individual requirements.   

“Helping the retailer find solutions in both hardware and software that pay for itself is paramount 

given today’s market.  Working with CognitiveTPG’s printers gives us the confidence that we are 

providing our customers solutions that pay for themselves…these printers literally work for a 
living,” says John Mahoney, President of POSperfect.   

The A798 & A799 are the latest line of receipt printers from CognitiveTPG with built-in high speed 

performance, small footprint, liquid damn construction, and easy drop and load design.  More 

importantly, the A799 model comes with Retailware™ marketing software to allow retailers to 

turn a simple receipt into a marketing tool to increase sales.   

“POSperfect’s approach to the market is similar to ours in that we believe in being flexible to meet 

the needs of our customers and deliver products and services that create value for our customers 

- and ultimately the end user” says Kyle Turner, Senior Vice President of Corporate Development 

for CognitiveTPG.  “Our A798 & A799 receipt printers are designed to address the retail, grocery 

and hospitality markets with best in class performance, unchallenged reliability, and an attractive 

price point.” 

 

About POSperfect, Inc. 

POSperfect, Inc. is a full service Point of Sale organization specializing in Inventory Management 

Solution for Specialty Retail with headquarters in Georgia and a worldwide presence and 

knowledge base through its affiliation of Today Software Limited.  POSperfect prides itself on 

building POS systems that address the retailers’ needs.  Visit www.posperfectinc.com. 

 

About CognitiveTPG 

CognitiveTPG is a leading provider of on-demand barcode and transaction printers to the retail, 

healthcare, manufacturing, service, and financial sectors worldwide. For over 35 years, 

CognitiveTPG has provided its customers with compact, economical and ultra-reliable printing 

solutions that have significant returns on investment. Visit www.CognitiveTPG.com. 
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